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1. Introduction. Let B = {z; sEQo, p(z) < 0 } be a bounded domain 
in Cn, where p£C2(So), O0 a neighborhood of 0, and let grad p^O 
on dB. As is well known, if Q is a domain of holomorphy then for any 

» d*p(x°) » dp(x°) 
(1) L(p(xP), w) ss 2L, — wpûk è 0 whenever 2-r wi ~ 0» 

/,*=a dZjdZk y-i dZj 

and, if (1) holds with strict inequality (for w?*Ö) then Î2 is a domain of 
holomorphy. (1) is called the Levi condition (LC) and, in case of strict 
inequality, the strict LC. One of the consequences of the present work 
is that the above statement remains true if the assumption pGC 2 is 
replaced by pG-ff2'00 (see §2). 

In what follows Q is always given by p as above, where pECK^o), 
grad p9^0 on 50. 

2. Definitions. If p has second weak derivatives which belong to 
i>(üo) (1 <p< °°) then we say that Q and p belong to H2>p. Actually 
we shall only need the derivatives d2p/dzjdzk to belong to Z>, but then 

1 This work was partially supported by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and by 
Nasa Grant NGR 14-007-021. 
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necessarily d2p/dzjdzk are in Lv in compact subsets.2 If the weak de
rivatives d2p/dzjdzje are continuous, then we say that Ö and p belong 
to ÜZ"2-00. The weak derivatives d2p/dzjdzje, are not, in general, even 
in Z,00.8 

Let t(z) be a C00 function with support in \z\ < 1 , ft(z)d\*=l 
(d\ = Lebesgue measure in Cn) and consider 

'•M-̂ JXVK 
for e > 0 sufficiently small, in some neighborhood £2* of B(Q*CQo). If 
p(EH2*p (£<<*>) then, as e—>0, pe—>p, Dp€—>Dp uniformly in Q*, 
/o*| D2pt-D

2p\ *dX-»0; if p<EH2>«> then the last relation is replaced by 
d2pe/dzjdzk-*d2p/dzjdzk uniformly in Q*; D is any first order deriva
tive. 

Introduce positive functions <t>P(A), ^V{A) and rj(e) such that rj(e) 
-K) if €-*0 and 

( C I d2 la» W / P 

(2) Z i T-TT-G>«-P) dXï ^ * P U ) * M , 
j.k \JA\dZjdZk I ) 

(3) E { ƒ | ^ | ^ 4 1 / * ^ ^ • 
If p£2 ï 2 ' p (1 < />â °°) then such functions clearly exist. We take 

(4) 4>v(A) = fp(A) = C(vol. A)"* if p G H2'00 (C - const. ^ 0). 

3. Levi conditions. 
DEFINITION 1. Let QGi?2 , p . We say that the weak Levi condition 

with index p (WLCj>) holds a t x°E:dQ if for any e > 0 there exist 5 such 
that 

L 
(5) " 

L(p(z), w(z)) dk 

è - 4<t>p(Vv>) + Mv„) + (vol. vwytp} i ƒ | W(«) |*d\\ \ 

for any wÇzC°(Bt) satisfying 

* This follows from the inequality (z 1 -dimensional)(*)fA\àw/dz\*dz/\dz^const. 
/ B ( I dw/3z| p+1 w\ *)dz/\dz where A is relatively compact to B. To prove(*) use integral 
representation for w (which may be assumed to have compact support) in terms of 
dw/dz and Lp estimates for singular integrals. 

* Indeed, in the contrary case, an argument involving the closed graph theorem 
yields an inequality of the form l.u.b.^| dhjo/dz2\ ^const. l.u.b.jsC) dw/dz*dè\ + \dw/dz\ 
+ \ dw/dz\ + | w\ ) (the same notation as in footnote 1) which is impossible (by [2]). 

file:///JA/dZjdZk
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* dp(z) 
(6) £ - ^ - « v ( s ) = 0 in B8. 

i=i dzj 
Here Vw is the support of w, l/q+l/p = lt Bi=B(x°, S) is the ball 
with center x° and radius S, and 5 is sufficiently small such that 
BiCO* and grad p j*0 in 5a. 

If we require w to have weak derivatives in Z>, then all the results 
below remain unchanged; (5) then takes the equivalent form 

E f £•?** 
M J 2?, 02/ 03* 

/ /• W/ff 

^ É{*P(^) + #,(F.) + (vol. v„yt*} J J |w|»dx> . 

Note however that if p is not assumed to have second weak deriva
tives in Lv then there may not exist any w with first derivatives in 
Lp which satisfies (6). 

DEFINITION 2. Let ÖGiï2'p. We say that the WLCP7 holds at 
x°&dQ if for any €>0, 5>0, there is a point $EdQr\Bi and 0 < M < 5 
— 15C°—*j such that (5) holds with Bt replaced by B(jt, /*), for any 
w satisfying (6) in B($, /*). 

DEFINITION 3. Let QEif2'*. If for some positive e0, S and for any 
set A CBi 

(8) jL(p9w)dk^^{4^(A)+M^) + (yolAyt*}(J\w\^^ 

for any wGC°(A) satisfying (6) in A and such that 1^ | w(z)\ ^2 in 
A, then we say that the strict WLCp holds. The strict WLC^J is 
defined similarly. 

Note that if we omit the condition 1 ^ | w\ ^ 2 and replace A by Vwt 

where w£C°CB«), then we obtain a condition which, although anal
ogous to (5), is too restrictive if p< oo, as seen by applying it to a 
sequence of w's whose support is Bi but whose limit has its support in 
B„ for any given 0 <rç <8. Note also that all the results below remain 
unchanged if in (8) we replace (vol. A)ltp{f\w\%qdk}^ by f\w\2dk. 
Finally, all the results remain true if we modify Definitions 1, 2 and 3 
by taking w(x) = const, such that (6) holds at one point of J5«, 5(#, /*) 
and A respectively. 

4. Statement of results. 

THEOREM 1. Let QEH2** (Kpû «>). If pGH2^(N) where N is 
some neighborhood of *°, then (i) the WLCP, WLCP J and the LC at x° 
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coincide, and (ii) the strict WLC„, strict WLCPJ and the strict LC at x° 
coincide. 

THEOREM 2. Let QEH2* ( l < £ ^ o o ) . If ÔQ satisfies the strict 
WLCp then O is a domain of holomorphy. 

THEOREM 3. Let OGi?2,p (Kpû °°). / ƒ 0 is a domain of holo
morphy then 30 satisfies the WLCPL 

Set K = &. Denote by A(K) the algebra of uniform limits of func
tions holomorphic on K, by S(K) the space of its maximal ideals, and 
by T(K) its Shilov boundary. If K is Sa, i.e., if K = V\Z-i Om where 
Om are domains of holomorphy then (Rossi [4]) S(K)=K and, if 
dOG C2, T(K) = C1(P(X)) where P(K) is the set of points of 30 where 
the strict LC holds and "CP means "closure of." Furthermore, for 
each $ÇE:P(K) there exists ƒ holomorphic on K with 

(9) | ƒ(*) | > | f{z) | for all z G K, z * S. 

THEOREM 4. If K is 5a, 0GJB"2,p and dO satisfies the strict WLCP, 
then r(X) = dQ. 

Theorem 4 can be extended to the case where the strict WLCP 

holds only on a part (say E) of 30, provided pGC2 in a neighborhood 
of 50\E. 

Finally, Theorems 2-4 extend to domains 0 which are only locally 
given by functions p in H2tP. One uses a partition of unity in con
junction with the arguments given below. 

5. Proofs outline. To prove LC=»WLCP, write 

L(p(z),w(z)) - L(p(z) - p(x°), w(z)) + L(p(x°), w(z) - w«) 

+ Z(p(s°), w«) 

and, given rç>0, determine 5, w° such that \w(z)— w°\ ^rj\w(z)\ in 
5a, and make use of (4) and of Holder's inequality. To prove WLCPJ 
=*LC, assume L(p(x0,) w°) < — e0| w°\2 and derive L(p(z), w(z)) 
< — e0| w°| 2/2 (w, w° related as above), then integrate. Since WLCP 

=>WLC„I, (i) follows. The proof of (ii) is similar. 
To prove Theorem 2, take Qm = {z; zGO*, pm(z)^ptm(z)—8m<0} 

with €m—>0, 8m—»0, such that, BmD2m+i, and let #°GdQ and €0, 5 as in 
Definition 3. Let w ^ w 0 b e such that BiC\dum^0 and take A C#a, 
-4ndQm7^0. Given WGC°C4) satisfying (6) with p replaced by pm, 
choose wGC%4) satisfying (6), with | W(z)-w(z)\ ^fim\ W(z)\, 
/Li»—K) if m—>oo. Writing 
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fL(pm,W)d\= fL(p,w)d\ + f L(pm-p,W)d\ 
JA JA JA 

+ f L(p,W-w)d\ 
JA 

and using Holder's inequality and (8), derive (8) with p, w, €0 replaced 
by pm, W, €0/2 provided w^mi. Thus, the strict WLCP (and, by 
Theorem 1, the LC) holds at each point %E:dQmr\Bi. By theHeine-
Borel Theorem, the LC then holds at all the points of ôBm, for all 
large m\ thus these Qm (and, necessarily, also Q) are domains of holo-
morphy. 

To prove Theorem 3, let #0£3Q and €, S as in Definition 2. Choose 
0GC00 (Cn) satisfying: <I> = 1 in B(x°, J/2), <£ = 0 outside B(x\ 8), 
0^<^>^1, elsewhere. Take py=py--Ay+By<l)(z) with Ay—»0, 57—>0 if 
7—»0, 5 7 > 0 , such that the domain S, defined by pT<0, is contained 
in £2 and 35 touches 912 at some point x(£B(x0, 8). Observing that not 
all the functions holomorphic in 5 can be continued into a neighbor
hood of £, a result of Lewy [3] (see also [l, Chapter 2]) implies 

L(py($), w) ^ 0 whenever 2^ wi — 0-
dzj 

Now use arguments as in the previous two proofs. 
To prove Theorem 4, it suffices to show that for any x°(EdQ and 

ô>0 there exists a point tfGôOfMSa for which (9) holds. With <f> as 
before, construct py=py—Ay' —By<j> (Ay' —» 0, By'-* 0, J3T' > 0) such 
that Û, defined by py <0, contains Q and dû touches dti at some point 
x in dBni?$. Show that the result (9) of Rossi can be applied in Û. 
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